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XAVIER GREETS DADS

I..+••••••••••..·
Scanning
The Headlines
Of The ~orld

+
•

By James E. Shaw
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EVENTS TO
I
To The Dads or Xavier students
Plan Interesting
BE
I
On this the Dad's Day of
it is my privi!ega to bid a hearty
p rogram For }st
CENTRALIZED
I
welcome to the Fathers of Xavier students. It is a pleasure to ex- i
'
tend to them the warm hand of cordial greeting and to tell them f
I that we are glad that they are with us.
Annual Dad's Da
We hope that this occasion will serve to increase cooperation. ~

WELCOME! This colWnn extends
a most sincere and heartfelt welcome
to our DADS, that cheerful group of
"ever giving, seldom taking" indi- r
viduals who are largely responsible
for the securing of our educations. Student Council
~ail to you DADS-Today the World
is yours.
To Have Central

I

1934

I

'

Deci'des
Cmninit•
tee Supervise All Dances

Public Enemy No. o
The highwayman shall ride no
more, for Charles Floyd, the "Pretty Boy" of the bank robbers, is dead.
_Xavier Social eve~ts .in 0th~ future
He was brought down with a bar- will be under the. JUrisdict10n and
rage of some fifty shots from the . supervision of a Social Committee.
automatics and rifles of Federal 1 This was decided by a unanimous
agents and Police as he attempted vote of the Student Council Manto flee the trap so painstakingly day
prepared for him.
·
.
.
His end came dramatically in the
The aims of the Social Commitsame violent manner in which he tee are threefold: (1) the sponsorhad lived. For the last four years· ing of a greater social program at
he has left. a trail of murders, bank Xavier; (2) the placing of all social
robberie.s and kidnappings through- events on a firm financial basis; and
out the Southwest that would ~ave (3) the abolition of graft.
put to shame the more notor10us
.
.
records of Al Jennings and the famIn the formation of a Social Corned Dalton brothers.
mittee, Xavier's Student Council is
This bold and rather handsome, following the example of most of
modern highwayman has more than the large universities of the couna score of bank robberies and at least try. At St. Louis University, the
seven killings attributed to him. Two system has been especially effective
years ago his numerous escapades and the central treasury h~s a balraised the Oklahoma insurance rates
to the highest in the country.
ance of over $5,000 with which to
And now he is dead. ·Now the work. A balance of this size insures
people of our United States may the student body many advantages
breathe just a little more freely, may which might not otherwise be availsing just a little more. loudly and able.
may thank God just a little more
At Xavier the plan for the Social
gratefully, since through His Divine
will the existence of this calloused committee is not explicitly drawn
up. The backbone from ·Which the
killer has come to an end.
complete plans will be made is as
fallows: The faculty will retain its
BONUS IN BACKGROUND ·
power of giving or refusing permis(The New York Journal of CODl· sion to any club to have a dance.
meree, Oet. 20, 1934)
After the power has been gi ven0 the
Once again the bonus question ·in- committee .will"be appointed by the
jects itself into the public eye. This president of the· class or club as has
. revival was brought about at the re- been the custom. This committee
cent dedication of the new Veterans will receive bids and list the expense
Hospital at Roanoke, Va. For in his to which they would like to go and
dedication address, President Roose- the Social Committee will vote
velt especially avoided ·referring to whether or not to allow that expense. The printing of tickets and
the bonus directly.
However he left doubt as to what the handling of tickets on the night
policy he would follow in that re- of the dance will be supervised by
gard. He ·intimated stern opposi- the Social Committee.
tion to such a cash payment by statBesides supervising the dances
ing that the Government has a still held by classes and clubs, the Social
greater obligation to the thousands Committee will plan reasonably
of under privileged, who are "handi- priced dances which every student
capped by environment and circum- will be able to afford. In the past
Xavier has had no dances of this nastances.''
The veterans he further asserted ture and this will enlarge the social
are the holders of privileges not held calendar to almost double its presby other citizens. From the stand- ent size.
point of employment and annual inSeverity-five percent of the profits
come they are by far more fortunate of each dance will be banked by the
than the majority.
Social Committee in the Social Fund
while twenty-five percent will be
POLAND DECREES FIFTY YEARS banked in the name of the class or
club. Some portion of the Social
TIME TO PAY FARM DEBTS
(The Chicago Dally Times, Oct. 22, Fund may be appropriated by a vote
of the committee for various univer.
' 1934),
Fifty years may to some seem a sity activities which have need of
long time to wait for the money that the money.
The Social Committee will consist
is owed to them. However the Polish Government is of a very differ- of true representatives of both faculty
and student body. The repreent opinion. For recently the Polish
Agrarian Reform and Conversion of 'sentatives of the students will be
Agricultural Indebtedness Commit- the four class presidents, one other
tee passed a decree by means of the senior member, a member of the
Polish Cabinet wherein the peasants "X" Club, and representing the facare enabled to convert short term in- ulty will be one lay and one Jesuit
debtedness into 4'k% fifty year professor.
The first meeting- of the Social
bonds which the creditor is obliged
Committee wil). be held early next
to accept at par.
The numerous c:redlt institutions week at which time the Social Calwere drastically affected since mort- endar will be drawn up. The calgages bearing a similar interest were endar will be printed in next week's
quoted at fifty percent.of their value. NEWS.
However, the Government has
agreed to assume 50,000,000 zloties,
($9,525,000) in mortgage holdings.
The officials however warned the
peasants that as soon as the new
terms were accepted the land owners are to be held strictly accountof the Junior and Senable and that foreclosures will be iorMembers
classes were fortunate Wednesrigidly . enforced.
day morning, at their regular chapel
assembly, to .hear the Rev. FrederHAUPTMAN LOSES· APPEAL
ick Miller, S. J., head of the De(Tiie Globe, Toronto,. Canada, Oct. partment of Chemistry, who ad11, 1934).
dressed the students with a spiritual
The Iron paw of the law' dealt a invocation.
atitf blow to the defensive case of
Father Miller encouraged the stuBruno Richard Hauptman here late- dents to offer up their good deeds
ly .when he was refused, bi his· ap- and works for the poor souls in
peal to the Appelate Division of The Purgatory, and especially ·,during
Sqpreme Court '.to. resist extradition the month of November, which Is
to New . Jeney· to . face ·a. murder dedicated ·to ·All Saints and· All
Souls.
.. <OoDUlllllMI Oil "i>

Juniors And SeniQrs
Hear Fr. Miller'

t between Parents and Faculty, to deepen a mutual interest in the

f

I
I
I

problems of theit student sons and to cement a bond of friendship
between the University and those who entrust her with the education of their youth.
Again a most hearty welcome to the Dads of Xavier students.

1

H. F. Sloctemyer, S. J.

If Rev. Hugo Sloctemyer S.J.

j' Will Give The Principal

I
I Address At Luncheon

--~1-11~•->-•-11_1_,,_,_,_u_,,_,,_11_<_1_n_1_1_1_1__•J•

ST.. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
BATTLES XAVIER TEAM
IN DAD'S DAY FEATURE
Billikens Outweigh
Musketeers Greatly
lu Every Department
By Tom McDonough
Sports Editor
Something resembling the battle
between David and Goliath should
be enacted at Corcoran Field. Saturday afternoon, when the dashing
Xavier University Musketeers clash
with an undefeated team carrying
the colors .of St. Louis University.
The game, which will be the feature of a "Dad's Day" celebration,
has an important intersectional bearing as both the Musketeers and the
Billikens are basking in the national
Coach Muellerleile
football spotlight on their showings
to date.
Undoubtedly, Xavier will depend
on a devestating passing attack to
combat the great advantage in
weight held by the visitors. But
should Coach Cecil Muellerlei!e's
men be slow in starting, the Musketeers have two complete backfields
of lleet and shifty ball taters to skirt X Club Announces That
the ends.
Coaches Joe Meyer and Clem
Homecoming Dance Is
Crowe believe that their team will
To Be November 17
exhibit the same form they displayed
in downing West Virginia Wesleyan
last week. They point out, however, J
.
that only two. men, Captain Tom
Pre~1dent James C:ole~a~, of t~e
Schmidt, end, and Carl Jonke, guard, u~de1-graduate varsity X Associwere experienced linemen at the ation, announced last Monday that
stai·t of the season. The Xavier for- !he date for the Annual Homecoming Dance has been set for Novem(Continued on Page 4)
ber 17. It will be held in the evening after the Washington and Jefferson football game.
Arrangements are being made with authorities of the school as to where the
dance will be held.
The "X" Club is dominated by a
new and refreshing spirit. The
members have the desire to keep it
the most progresnive organization on
Kearney, Gruenwald, the
campus. The raffle of football
tickets for the St. Louis game was
Blase, Kemble And
entered into with spirit and the
McDowell Honored
club wishes to thank the students
and friends who are helping. The
drawing will take place at noon
The Mermaid Tavern of Xavier today in the Cafeteria.
University, under the direction of
A new rule has been set by the
the Rev. Paul J, Sweeney, S. J., mernbers which states that all memelected to its limited membership bers who are absent from meetings
during the past week, the follow- without a valid excuse will be fined
irig students of English:
ten cents. All those who have not
Senior-Richard Kearney.
paid their fines will not be admitJunior-Charles S. Blase.
ted to the Club functions until this
Sophomore-Raymond Kemble.
duty has been discharged.
Members at large: Charles McDowell, Joseph Gruenwald.
Taverners present at the recent
voting were Host Vincent Eckstein, XAVIER MEN ATTEND
Joseph Link Jr., Roland Moores, C. S. M. C. MEETING
James E. Shaw, and Paul Barrett.
The Tavern, which encourages
The Xavier Unit of the Catholic
and fosters works of English literatur.e at Xavier, will resume its Students' Mission Crusade was well
represented
at Purcell High School,
quarters in Finn Lodge on the campus. These clubrooms were obtained Sunday afternoon, where the Crulast year and will again be the-ren- sade held its first meeting of the
devous of the University's literary current school year.
Plans for the Crusade's annual
lights.
Outstanding works of Taverners Card Party and Dance, Field Mass,
appear in the Xavier Athenaeum, and activity for the .coming year
the literary magazine of the col- were discussed. Spokesmen for Xalege, which Is published four times vier included Arthur Volek, president; Joseph Link Jr., secretary;
during the school year.
A freshman member for the Tav- Nelson Post, . Delegate-at-large for
ern· will be elected ·at the termina- the Cincinnat~ : unit, and Don!lld
Barman.
·
tion of. the present. school term.

Raffle Dr~wing
Will Be Today

Literary Society
Elects Members

Fathers· from six states and from
almost every principal city throughout the middle-west will gather on
the campus Saturday to celebrate
the first annual Dad's Day of Xavier
University.
A hundred and fifty luncheon
places will be reserved in the cafeteria, according to the Rev. C. J.
Steiner, S. J., Chairman of the Dads'
Day Committee, with the possibility
that a few last-minute reservations
will be made. Many more dads are
expected to attend the football game
and the late afternoon smoker which
will be held in the lobby of the Biology Building.
At the noon-day luncheon, the
Rev. Hugo F. · Sloctemyer, S. J.,
president of Xavier, will give the
principal address. In addition, a representative of the fathers and a
member of the student body will offer short speeche~. A double quartet from the Varsii;• Glee Club will
entertain.
At the football game, fathers and
their sons will occupy a special section of the stadium. During the half,
the Musketeer Band, under the direction of George T. Bird, will present a novel musical program commemorating the visiting dads. The
rivalry that exists between the two
opposing elevens, St. Louis and
Xav!er,-"!s f:1'.X!lf!Ctf~<l .to. hrln~ !11~.ny

local fathers to the game.
Among the principal cities represented by the out-of-town dads are:
Cleveland, Portsmouth, Lima, Canton, Franklin, Fremont, Youngstown, and Warren of Ohio; Newport
and Covington of Kentucky; Pittsburgh of Pennsylvania; and Germantown of Illinois. Dads are also
expected to arrive from Chicago and
Ft. Wayne, cities which send many
boys to the University.
The response of the fathers indicates that Dad's Day will become an
annual affair on the campus.

Regina High To
Hear Clef Club
Plans Being Made To Present Programs At High
Schools In City
The Xavier University Clef Club
will make its first public appearance
within the next month. On December
5th, the Club will present a complete .concert before the entire student body of Regina High School,
Norwood, Ohio.
Thomas Gorman, a freshman, will
be the baritone soloist with the
club this year, while the tenor section has been augmented with the
addition of Thomas Insco.
Nelson Post, Business Manager,
announced that plans are being
completed for a sel'ies of concerts to
be presented at several Catholic
High Schools throughout the city,
while the entire business staff is
corresponding with many pt·ospective organizations whose desire it is
to book the Clef Club during the
course of the year for a concert.
Mr. John E. Castellini, presented
to the Club last Tuesday evening a
complete list of compositions which
the Club is lo learn before the
spring concert season opens.
Within the past week the University of Kentucky in Lexington
expressed, in a letter to the president, its desire to exchange concerts with .the Xavier Clef Club.
Under the direction of the· Rev.
John V. Usher, S. J., this musical
organization is expected to surpass,
in progress and activity, those. of
former year~..

.

•
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Active Season Is
~Masquers'

Plan

Piny Before Chl"istmas Is
Ambition Of Xavier
Dramatic Unit

On The Air Waves
By Paul Fern, 37
Although the air is ful! of greetings to our dads, let us add our humble greeting and word of welcome to
the greatest men on earth in the
eyes of their sons!
On last Friday night about midnight the air was filled with the
strains of "Old Xavier for Aye" being played by Red Nichols and his
orchestra from that exclusive night
club down town ...

Plans arc now being formulated
which will insure an active season
for the Xavier University Masque
Society. The organization has yet
to call its first official meeting. However, it is believed that it will do so
Thal was but one night! Almost
in the immediate future.
every Saturday eevning, and someThe Masque Society, whose mem- times oftener, the aristocrat of dance
bership is open to all students of band leaders, Red Bird, plays our
the University, has for years been most famous song of loyalty to his
Xavier's most prominent dramatic Ahl)a Mater!
unit.
Having no fit auditorium or equipWhat has become of those weekly
mcnl of its own, Xavier's Masque broadcasts which were so much in
Society has been essentially a road 'the limelight on the Thursday evecompany, traveling about the vari- ning program of that famous local
ous suburbs of Cincinnati, produc- station, better known as WFBE?
ing its plays.
Those who remember the progi·ams,
The first regular business meeting, will also remembe1· that they were
which will be called in the near fu- so ably directed by Mr. Joseph Link j
ture \Vill, in general consist of the Jr.
'
election of a President for the ensuing year, the possible selection of a
The old rivalry between Ben Berdrama which will be the first at- nie and Walter Winchell seems to be
tempt at production this season and in full bloom again! The last words
the enlistment of new members.
of Mrs. Winchel's litte boy, Walter,
If the Masque Society follows its on Sunday night were, "Did you
usual custom of sLnging a play be- hear that, Ben?"
fore the Christmas Holidays, and it
is almost certain that it will do so,
Now that Joe Penner is back on
the students of the University and
the patrons of the Dramatic organ- the air, our studies can be resumed
with
wholehearted earnestness on
ization can look forward to a well
staged, well acted drama. The club Monday mornings! Also (Penner)
has a wealth of experienced actors, Libis can have a rest and let· his
and numerous men who are skilled namesake carry on for the present.
in the mechanics of stage producScientists find that the more anlion.
Students who are intent upon cient coal is, the better it is. No fuel
like
an old fuel.-The Kilikilik.
joining the Masque Society for the
coming year al"C advised to watch
the Bulletin Board in Science Hall
There are only 35 women students
for infomrntion concerning the en- in all the universities of Japan.
Jistmenl of new members.
-The Miami Student.
1

ROLLMANI

IN THE HEART OF CINCINNATI

SOCIAL COMMITTEE
(The following rules will be the backbone of a constitution to
be drawn up in the next few days for the Social Committee. This
committee is a new feature at Xavier having been passed by the
Student Council Monday).
1. The Social Committee is to be composed of ·class presidents, one senior (this year to be Student Council president), one
"X" Club members, and two faculty members, one lay and one
Jesuit.
2. All. school dances and social functions are to be under
the jurisdiction and supervision of this committee, The power of
the faculty in regard to dances will remain as in the past.
3. President of class or club may appoint committee to plan
and carry out details but these must be submitted to the Social
Committee for approval.
4. Hall and orchestra are to be paid by check by the chairman of the Social Committee. Tickets are to be under the supervision of the Social Committee.
·
5. Members of Social Committee render their services
gratis.
6. Members of other committee may be paid a just amount
to be· determined by the Social Committee.
7. In case of class or club dances (to be limited to one for
each class or club) the class or club treasury receives a percentage of 25% and the Social Fund receives the rest.
8. Profit is to be banked by the Social Committee with the
determined percentage accredited to the class or club. This fund
is to serve as protection against deficit in dances. Club ·or class
can draw from the fund accredited to their organization at will.
9. Social Committee with the approval of the Student Council may use part of the fund to aid various purposes or activities.
10. The social program for the remainder of the school year
is to be dra:wn up by the Social Committee.
11. Classes are to be made conscious of the responsibility of
their representatives.
·
· 12. Any member of Social Committee or dance committee
who proves unworthy of his trust is to be immediately dropped
and his class w'!ll elect some one to take his place.
13. Any informal event that may be added to the social
program during the course of the year under the name of bridge
parties, jamborees, etc., will be under the supervision of the Social Committee. Sub-committees may be appointed for the management of such functions.

THE EDITORIAL BOARD
And

THE STAFF

Xaverian Trio To

Play On WKRC
Three Xavier Musicians Play
On "Veterans' Civic Hour"
Sunday Night·
The "Veter~ns' Civic Hour" under the direction of Mr. 'James
Lightfield, will present the Xavier
Boys, Sunday, October 28, at 10: 45
a. m., EST, over station WKRC an
·associate station of the Colu~bia
Broadcasting System.
,.
The Xavier Boys, a musical trio
con~isting of Joseph Link, Jr., orgamst; CharJes S. Blase, pianist; and
James A. Dorsey, pianist, have pre- .
pared a most interesting and entertaining program for their initial
broadcast Sunday morning which
will include works by Be~thoven
Verdi, Drigo and Berlin.
'
Mr. Link, who is acting as program director for the trio, announced that a special medley of college
marches would be dedicated to his
Alma Mater. Joseph .Link has been
associated with the WFBE studios
for three years, and has appeared
numerous times as featured organist
at the Paramount Theatre, Hamilton and the Taft's Paramount Theatre, Middletown. He also had the
honor of playing the mighty four·manual pipe organ at the Music Hall
last year for the annual. Firemens'
Show.
Charles Blase, a junior in the college of Liberal Arts, is a pianist of
merit, appearing several times last
yeat• on Mr. Link's programs.
Mr.
Blase also won the Washington Oratorical medal last year.
·
James A. Dorsey, a member of the
senior class, has appeared many
times as pianist in several local orchestras.
Each experienced musicians, the
boys have been rehearsing regularly at •the Wurlitzer studios where
they are preparing a series of programs which will be heard in the
near future over one of the largest
stations in Cincinnati.
Lexington, Va.-{IP) .-A book
missing from the law library at
Washington and Lee University for
23 years was returned to the library
this year by an unknown person.
In 1911, Vol. 192 of the United
States Reports disappeared from the
library. Joseph R. Lcing, then dean·
of the law school, after futile efforts
to find the book, replaced it at his
own expense.
A few days ago Dean W. H. Moreland received the missing book in a
package from Staten Island, N. Y.
The sender did not sign his name.
-The Miami Student.

Of The

XAVERIAN NEWS
EXTEND TO ALL

DADS

If inconsistency is a virtue Upton
Sinclair, one of California's gubernatorial candidates, will get a mansion in heaven. Irvin S. Cobb, humorist, in a r.ecent political speech
a·gainst Sinclair, said, "I have always been able lo depend upon him ..
He has· never yet disappointed me.
He is always wrong."
Indiana Daily Student.

Their Heartiest Welcome

Xavier Alumnae
···························~·························
Heard At Musetlli~

••

Miss Catherine . Templeton, a
member of the Alumnae Associalion of Xavier University, present-·
(Exclusive at Roi/man's)

$21.50

(extra pants $350):

A populor new line emphasizing sporty models in rough·,
colorful tweeds. Sports backs, patch pockets, pleated
front trousers~ zipper fly; single and double breasted
models. The patterns and fabrics are of high quality, and
very pleasing. Just what you've been looking for! All
sizes. (Ask about the easy payment plan-no carrying
charge.)
Daylight Dept.
First Floor Mezz.

llf 'l'HI HIAl'I' or ClllCINMATI

ed
public lecture
at the
Cinci11nati
Arta Museum,
Sunday
afternoon,
on
Victor Hugo's "Ruy Blas."
Miss Templeton selected fo_r read•
ing the Brian !Hooker edition· of
"Ruy Blas," which was translated
and revised by Hooker at the re:
quest of Walter Hampden.
Miss Templetoh is wi;ll-known in
Cincinnati as a reader and a dramatic teacher. She received her
professional training at the ShusterMartin School of the Drama, and
holds the degree of Bachelor of Science from Xavier. She i~ now a
member off the Xavier Universi~y
downtown acu 1ty.
It was no feather-weight, we venture to speculate, who ran away
with an anvil weighing 160 pounds
belonging to Henry Parron.. Indianapolis blacksmith..
Indiana Daily Student. ·

You all know that nursery rhyme
about Little Miss Mullet, but how
many know what curds and whey
are? (And how many care?)
·
-The Griffin.
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DORMITORY
,'

Having Big Year -

PAGE THREE
each week several students stand

HITHERandYAWN
By
Dan Steible, Jr,

non-Catholics and uneducatSigns Of Catholic edbefore
Catholics in the Xavier Univel'sity down-town unit and attempt to
prove thcil' religious convictions to
Renaissance Are their
non-believing brethren, which
include skeptics, agnostics, cynics,
members of diverse Protestant
Among Laymen and
denominations.

I

Nearly One Hundred Sudents
The interest that the students
have shown in this work has been
From Several States
ENJOY YOURSELVES, DADS! IT'S about, this department cannot help Catholic Evidence Group an amazing proof that the1·e is a
YOUR DAY, AND WE HOPE
but add its little word of praise for
Attend Xavier
Is Xavier's Contribution back-to-God movement afoot here
1
By Arthur Volek
Once again the Xavier melting pot,
the Dormitory, is going full blast,
molding and forming the ma.!fia!.
given it by cities throughout the
Middle West into that shining blue
steel of a true graduate of Xavier.
The number of students living on
the Campus this year is very near
the hundred mark, with Elet Hall
packed to the roof and overflowing
into the Union House and Finn
Lodge. The beautiful white residence north of the college, harbors
six happy students, while the Union
House is inhabited by two.
Cleveland seems to have the largest representation in Elet Hall,
eleven men coming from Cathedral
Latin School and four more from
other scho.ols 'in that city. Chicago
sends ten students from Fenwick
High. From Campion High comes
the next ranking group, with Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, and Detroit sending Xavier sizeable representations.
Modem Conveniences Enjoyed
The facilities which the students
of Elet Hall have are of the best. A
convenient, palatable meal, which
counts so much in a college man's
life, is served in the Union House.
The conditions for profitable study
leave nothing to be desired. The
priests, one on each floor of Elet
Hall, are continually looking out for
the welfare of "the students" and
aiding them wherever possible. A
chapel in the basement, spotless and
charming as a Chapel should be, is
always offering its merits to the students. Three Masses are said there
daily and each class has its special
Mass day on which the students attend in a body, The religious atmosphere prevailing in Elet Hall is
remarkable. But, almost as important, are the rooms themselves. They
ai·e all that a student could desire.
Airy, well lighted and clean, with
modern, fire•proof equipment, they
arc not too large nor too S111al1, but
friendly, conducive towards a· happy
and profitable college life. Those
living in Finn Lodge and Union
House enjoy the same appointments.
Since ·Finn Lodge is on the Herald
Avenue side of the Campus, its in·
habitants take most of their religious exercises in Bellarmine Chapel,
which is more convenient than Elet
Hall Chapel.
"A Man From Xavier"
They are described now as coming
from this city and that city, but after they have left Xavier for the last
time and even before that last farewell is said, they are bette1· and
more fittingly described by the
worthy phrase-a man from Xavier.
With what training Alma Mater
gives them, they are marked for the
better throughout their whole life.
For this reason, as well as numerous
others, your scribe unites with the
students of the Dormitory in affirming that Xavier is the' best school
for any Dad's- son.

Ring Com.mittee
·
d
I s An n 0 u n e
~

Frank Overbeck Named
Chairman; Four Others
Chosen By Shaw
Francis Overbeck, c Ii a i rm a n,
Thomas McDonough, John McMahon, Ahthony Schmeig, and Lawrence ]'itzgerald wer!! appointed at
noon tpday as members of the Ring
Committee>
In making the · appointments,
James Shaw; president of the Junior Class, stated that every possible
unit- of the. College of Liberal Arts
was represented. Tlie men chosen
were picked because of the ability
and zeal they have shown on the
campus.
Frances Overbeck, A. B. student,
is a brother. of Pliil Overbeck,
former Business· Manager of the
Xaverian News,. and a graduate of
the clas~ of 1931. · Frank is a member of the football team and the
German Club. ·
.
Tom McDoriough,.representing·the
Bachelor of Philosopliy group, John
McMahon, Elet Hall Pr.e-Medic student, Anthony .Schmelg, Commerce,
and Lawrence Fitzgerald, B. S. student, are also active · in campus
affairs. ·

YOU LIKE IT!
the Drum and Bugle Corps of Racine, Wis., that appeared last Friday
evening. The ease with which they
Aren't We All?
Nixson Denton complained in his performed the very intricate maneucolumn last Saturday evening that vers was simply amazing.
he was considerable annoyed recently when he received some publicity
material from Colgate University,
said stuff being on perfumed paper.
The NEWS has a lot of publicity
material thrown at it, too, and although we've never noticed that any
of it seemed to be perfumed, some
of it certainly smells!

Sodality Receives
Applications For
Four Committees

Imp01•1a11t Groups' Personnel
To Be Annmmced Today

The Ole Pass-Snarer
Since last Friday night's game,
At a meeting of the Senior Sothe new theme song of the MuskedaHty, held Friday in the chapel,
teers should be "Sweeney Pie"!
Father Welfle, moderator, brought
Game To The End
to light the importance of commitWe must admit we admire the in- tees in the sodality as visualized by
testinal fortitude those Ashland Father Lord, founder of the sodality
boys showed last Saturday night. movement. Applicati?ns were acEven though the game was actually cepted for four committees namely,
over and they knew they had lost, t~~ Euchristi~ Committee, ~he. Pubstill they broke through and mussed llcity . Committee, the Missiona_ry
up that try for point after touch- Committee, and the Stamp Commitdown. Another case of a moral vie- tee. After the applications had been
tory.
·
received the sodality recited the
Little Office Of The Blessed Virgin;
and
was then dismissed.
They Use 'Em For Door-Stops
The Sociality is of little avail withging those books home at night, one out the committees. The purpose of
To see many of the freshmen lug- the above committees is as follows:
would think they W!!re going to Euchr¥>tic committee: to care forl
start a public library. But the next the altars and supply servers for
day, if all the knowledge were plac- Mass on School days; Publicity comed end to end, there still would be a mittee: to advert-ise the functions of
mil)US sign on the other side of the the Sociality and arouse a general
equation.interest in it; Missionary committee:
to appear before convert classes and
What To Do?
to lecture; and Stamp committee:
University of Kansas men stu- to collect stamps to be exchanged
derits are becoming "softies," it is for money for the foreign missions.
feared. A survey by the campus
newspaper revealed more males read
the society news than the sport page.
We wonder if this is true at Xavier
also. Perhaps the NEWS should
give more space to society and cut
down the sporis news.

I

Sports Announcer's Nightmare
Elder goes around the left end for
no gain, no soap· and Post No Bills.
The center passes the ball to Koprowski and Koprowski passes out.
Wunderlich tries the right end and
loses three yards, his helmet, a front
tooth and his presence of mind.
The pass is good. Tom Schmidt
catches it. Wesleyan. catches Tom.
Somebody will catch heck from the
coach for . not taking out that man.
Now Wesleyan has started passing. They're playing over their
heads, folks.
. After the last game, we dreamt
we were the announcer and that we
were saying such things as the
above. Must have been the peanuts
we ate during the half.

To World Wide Drive
.

S 'th

8 Y Vincent m1
In a recent conference with Wil-1

liam Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of Boston, Pope Pius XI expressed his firm belief that the spiritual
renaissance which will bring about
the return of prosperity is already in
the making~ "People are returning
to God/' said His Holiness, "and
God, ·along with happiness and contentment will return to them."
Nor is it difficult to find signs indicating the truth of this statement.
Patently there has been a revived
interest in religious. Noticeable additions have been made in the number of weekly Communions.
And
everywhere, startling improvements
have been made in the piety of the
people as a whole. Statistics indicate that the enrollment in· seminaries and convents has considerably
increased; and even social effects of
the renaissance have been noted.
Perhaps the most important factor
contributing to this revival in the
untiring effor.t of thoughtful Catholic faymen in the field of Apologetics. Somehow, thefr timidity in voicing their religious sentiments has
been steadily 011 the decline during
the past yeat'. -No longer are Catholics afraid to defend their. religion
against carping opponents. Some
have even entered special classes in
order to gain a fuller knowledge of
their religion
Even here at Xavier, staunch defenders of the Christian Faith have
arisen. A group for Catholic Evidence work has been organized, and

in Cincinnati as well as in other cities and nations. Even the audience
seems enthusiastic about the leclures. .
·
A continuance of lay effort$ will
mean a still greate1· number of converts to Catholicism; and according
to Pius XI, this will finally resolve
itself into a speedy return to economic peace and tranquillity.

T. Thomas Gains
Popularity As
Campus Barhe1·
Hair Cut, 25c! Shave, 15c.
Introducing Tom Thomas to the
students of Xavier University! Tom
who is a pre-medic student, is also
a very capable barber, and wishes to
make known to all those in need or
a haircut that he not only has a barber chair, barber's instruments, and
a large mirror equal to any in a regular hair cutting establishment but
also a brand new pair of electric
clippers.
Several of the fellows are sporting
hair trims as done by "Tom-Tom"
and seem to be well pleased. As a
result business is picking up and
Tom must utilize every spare moment so that he will be able to continue his newly founded extra-curricular activity and also keep pace
with his studies.
To all studenlo interested, Tom's
shop is located m Room 315 of Elet
Hall. Hair cuts by .appointment.
Some class!

Three Cheers for Varsity Town's
Three Fall Style Leaders!

~
- '"'

I

I

Worthy Of Him
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
I can row a boat,
Canoe canoe?
This reminds us ~f the sort of dizzy bits of poetry (?) that Steve
Baird used to write. If you want
a great laugh, ask Steve to give you
a lesson in fencing, 01· an imitation
of a man playing the xylophone.
ADD SIMILE: As dumb as the sick
freshman who, when told by .the
doctor that he must avoid all forms
·of excitement, asked, "Can't I even
see them on the street?"
The Only Cause-i
That worried look on Jim Shaw's
face has lead many of the boys to
believe that he is going to the dogs.
But he's not; he's going to a few
classes.
The sooallty, Too
Preside.nt Roosevelt has said that
every one should have some hobby
to occupy his idle moments. And his.
right hand man, Jim Farley seems
to be heartily in accord with his
boss's idea. He's given the public
so many different postage stamps
that stamp collectors will be kept
busy for some time to come.
But The Next Time
Last week-end was almost' a perfect one to us.
Xavier trounced
Wesleyan all. right, all right, and
made a fine job of it. We had hoped that our · former Alma Mater
would do likewise with that flashy
bunch from St.. Mary's, but it was
no go. Anyway the Rams played a
beautiful game.
"Congrats, Musketeers!"
"Ditto, Les Borden et al.I"
Another Orchid
while we. are tossing bouquets

•made Swing

•Embassy

• Newgate

Choose either, or all, and y.ou'll be
right this Fall. All three have a full
measure of VAR S IT Y TOWN'S
smartness. All three are presented in
an Interesting variety of appropriate
fabrics. All three are great value's at:

29.so
with TWO PAIRS of
Talon Tailored Trousers

1'1en's , Store : Second Floor

Mahley. & Care"7
.

.
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XAVIER DEFEATS WEST St. Louis Tea~.
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN IN Will Perform ~t SPORTS-EYE Vl.EWS.
Dad's Day Tilt
By Tom McDonough, S11orts Ediior
GREAT GAME; SCORE 13-6

(Continued from Pagel)
ward wall is now a well-balanced
unit with speed and fast charging
In selecting the probable winners
Russ Sweeney has developed into
characterizing its play,
of the major football contests a great end. 'He is one of the best
st. Louis has yet to be defeated throughout the nation each week, pass-snatching wingmen to ,wear the
although held to a scoreless tie by the "experts" must consider that Xavier colors in some time:· He has
Illinois Weslyean in the opening en- there are two important factors not been giveri .credit for it by the
counter. The Billikens shook off which enter into the final results but public-but ask the coaches. Captain
Playing under the assumption that the bigger they come th~ harder their lethargy and won their last cannot be computed with any degree Tolft Schmidt, a playe~ of uridoubted ability; is giving steady, consisthey fall, the Musketeers of Xavier '£.!niye_rsity stormed through, around, three games in order without being of certainty before the games.
We are speaking of "breaks" and tent play.
and over a highly acclaimed West V1rgmrn Wesleyan team at Corcoran scored upon.
Coach Cecil Muellerleile, serving the mental condition of the various
Phil Bucklew and Nick Slgillo
Field, Friday night to win in grand fashion, 13-6.
The Musketeers displayed remarkable stamina and vast improve- his first term as the Bills' mentor, elevens. With these thoughts in have taken up the slack at tackles.
ment in every department in overcoming their heavier opponents. The uses the Notre Dame system of play. mind, the writer offers his views on Bucklew's play,. in particular, has
Bobcats were stunned by the versatility and potency of the Xavier at- In the star role is _ Captain -Carl the following battles:
been worthy., of special comment.
tack which began to click after Wesleyan had taken a first period lead (Hurry) Kane, halfback, who leads
Duquesne-Villanova: The Dukes Besides turning in a great defensive
by scoring a touchdown before the game was many minutes old.
the Bills to the tempo of his pound- have powe1· to burn and .should win game last week; the big Columbus
Using Len Barnum, battering-ram fullback, to gain steadily through ing feet. Kane is the hub of the St. in a romp.
boy gave.a remarkable exhibition of
the line. the Bobcats drove from Xavier's 31-yard line to within five Louis team with his running, passAlabama-Georgia: Stars fell on punting, putting the ball out of
yards of a touchdown. On the second down, Peterson passed to Bach· ing and kicking: He is. aided by Alabama but a cyclone will fall on bounds near the. 'goal line time ;md
tel for the score. Wesleyan failed to convert.
three other good backs, Tom Hurley, the Bulldop when 'Bama gets going again.
From then on Xavier's green clad
halfback, Lou Drone, quarter, and
Minnesota-Iowa: The Gophers
Carl Jonke started off where he
warriors dominated play for the re- ond half by the fast-charging Xa- Bill Cochrane, fullback.
have too much for the fallen and stopped last year. In every play,
mainder of the fray. The Muske- vier line.
The visitors will outweigh the crippled Solem team.
•
running interference, and showing
teers called their famed passing atSummary:.
Musketeers approximately 25 pounds . Ohio State-Northwestern: We like bulldog grit, Jonke is going to rate
tack into action and tied up the Xavier
Pos.
W. Va. Wes. per man owing to a gigantic line the Bucks but : they may have to consideration when the AU-Ohio is
count in a hurry with one of the fin- Sweeney .......... L. E ..... (C.) White which averages 200 pounds. St. hustle to win.
picked. Jerry Janson, stationed at
est and most perfectly executed aer- Bucklew .......... L. T ............. Powell Louis has one of the biggest teams
Army-Yale: Old Eli showed pow- left guard, is at last playing the type
ials seen on a local field in a long Janson
L G
Hall in the country ip respect io weight er against Brown but we'll string of football the coaches knew he could
time.
Kruse .. ::::::::::::..
as the fans will see when the Royal along with the Cadets.
play. He is rugged, well-built, and
Xavier took possession of the ball Jonke .............. R. G ......... Goodwin j Blues take the field.
Stanford-So. California: Those filling the bill very capably at guard.
on the 20-yard stripe after several Sigillo .............. R. T ............... Green
Coach Muellerleile announced that sophomores at Stanford have waited
And at center, Joe Kruse, the
exchanges of punts. On the first Schmidt (C.) R. E ............. Barker he would start the same team that a long time to meet the Trojans Louisville Larruper, already rated as
play Tony Schmieg faded back to Sack ................ Q. B ............. Howell entered the Missouri fracas, which The Cards on past performances.
the best center since Hub Rapp, is
pass and spotted Russ Sweeney thun- Schmie~ .......... L. H ............. Bachtel the Bills took 7-0. St. Louis is reIllinois-Michigan: Bob Zuppke has certainly playing bang-up football.
dering along the sidelines, clear of Wunderlich .... F. B ........... Barnum puted to be strong on pass defense.1 the Illini clicking. Look's like ·a bad Only a sophomore, Kruse ought to
the Wesleyan secondary ..
Periods ·
1 2 3 4
Statistics of their last two games afternoon for Michigan.
·
write his name into Xavier athletic
Tony drew back and whipped a
........................ 6 0 0 7-13 showed that of t~irty-six aerial
Navy-Penn: The Middies will say history with capital letters.
long, arching pass that traveled fifty Xavier
vi.
Va. Wesleyan ...... 6 0 o 0- 6 tosses showered agamst them, only it with touchdowns.
_ __
yards through the air to Russ who
Substitutions - Xavier: Darragh four hav.e been completed. ~owever,
Notre Dame-Wisconsin: This one
Mr. Leo Sack, who spends his time
took the ball on a fine catch while
raoing at top speed. Sweeney sped for Sack; Haffey for Schmieg; Sack the ~o teams whi~. did ~ ~0pasr will be close but the Irish take our up on Ruth Avenue when not qnarno ' vote.
terbacking, Is quite all expert at dlc·
to the one-yard line where Bachtel for Darragh; Maher for Wunderlich. ing, reighton and 1Ssourik,
all probability, have a s Y game
ChicagocMissouri: No alternative In India
Ask blm
nipped the Musketeer end just as he West Virginia Wesleyan: Fulton for in
that matches Xavier's.
.,-Chicago.
g g
n grave11 ......
Parker; Greer for Hall; Roselle for
After seeing the Musketeers take
about them .. ;, .. We had threatenBarnum; Barnum for Roselle; Meed to expose "Hol'lll!·eave" Mao&:enGAMB STATISTICS.
dia for Green; Neal for Peterson.
over Wesleyan's mighty Bobcats,
Down St. Louis way everyone coa- na this week, but things look favorOfficials-Slutz (DePauw), ref- Xavier rooters are counting on a vie- neeted witli the Blllikens wUI tell able in our business transaciUoas
x W. Va. eree; Finsterwald (Syracuse), um- ~ry ove~ 6he ~illike~sp. 'nCgo~~~e~ you that Mr. Henry (Red) Kraase, with him so we'll wait ...... BallketWes. pire; Strickley (Virginia) head
eyer an
rowe are 0 1 . .
Varsity center, ls one tough hombre ball practice
start early Ulla
dry, fast field so that their light . in· one of the recent scrimmages, a
L...a
First Downs ............ 12
'J
~~1~t'j:3~e~ichenlaub (Notre Dame) Musketeers can handle t~e b~ll bet- I guard on the first team was kicked year .... !. Walt unUI the court ao......Yards by rushing .... 121
81
111
Yards lost by
Scoring: Touchdowns - Xavier: t~r and have safer footmg
run· 11n the face and received quite a paitt- ~::iJ:.J:b!'::,! .;~ ;:.,;~=~=~
rushing ................ 30
34
Sack and Sweeney; Wesleyan: Bar- nmg plays.
.
.
ful Injury,
pressed with Carl Kane's play last
Passes attempted .... 18
13
ker. Point After Touchdown-XaProbable startmg !me-ups:
.
As the group gathered around the week for st. Louis ...... The BWlPasses Completed .. 'J
6
Xavier
Pos.
St. Louis fallen player, one of the onlookers k
h
h •hmf hif• tu• Is
vier: Schmidt.
Sweeney .......... L. E............... Hartle remarked to Mr. "Tough Man" . ens ave a r Y•
c s •
•
Yards oa passes .... HG
59
Number of punts .. 13
18
Bucklew ......... ,_ L. T ............... Axtell Krause.that It was a hard break for eiiSy, to w_ate~. '•
Punt average .......... 44
40
~""""""...,"""""""""""""""""""""!!!!!"""•
CORNELIUS
MURPHY Janson ............ · L. G......... Bockrath the guard.
Yards lost on
Kruse ................ C. .. .............. Krause I "You don't call that an Injury, do
IS CONVALESCING
penalties .............. 10
J?n.ke ............... R. G ........... Kersens youT" roared Krause.
25
No better foodS1g11l~ .............. R. T. ............ Conl~n j "Well, don't you think that a crack
. No finer treat-Cornelius Murphy, popular little Schmidt (C.) R. E ............... Rolhn on the head which raises a lump as
was about to score. However, on
ICE CREAM
the next play Lee Sack scampered Senior from Linton, Indiana, re- Sack ................. Q. B........-....... Drone big as an egg constitutes an injury,"
ask d
around left end like a scared rabbit turned last Saturday from the Good Schm1eg .......... L. H. ............ Hurley h
8
1
Elder
................
:R.
T
.......
(C.)
Kane
~.~
h
e
k
,,
said
Mr
"Toush
Ohio
Vcilley
Dairy Council
Samarltan
Hospital
where
he
had
to tie the score. A pass for the exbeen staying since the beginning of Wunderlich .... ·:F. B .......... Cochrane Man" i~d,e:i.ll::g a wad.of tobacco
tra point failed.
The Musketeers returned to the a rather serious illness.
as big as a bowllq ball from one
Bronchial pneumonia had quickly
field after the half, and instead of
. XAVIER SCORING
Jaw to the other. "U you 1et a brokdeveloped
from
what
appeared
at
tiring themselves, actually had the
. ;.:L.__
en arm or a broken leg, that might
husky Bobcats weary by their fierce the time to be only a common cold Player
TD PAT Tot. be an injury, bnt a kick in the face
charging and relentless driving. and Murphy soon found himself Sack, QB .......... 3
19 Is Just a kick in the face."
1
Xavier pushed the Wesleyan grid- confined to his room in Elet Hall.
0
18
Superlatlves--;;;;;;t"be used to deders all over the chalkmarks in the Two weeks ago, after having been Raftey, RB ...... 3
Sweeney, E .......~
0
18 scribe the great play of the Xavier
second half but failed to score until ailing for about a week, he was re·
FINE fOOTWEAR
moved to the hospital from whence Bucklew, FB-T :
3
15 line against West Virginia Wesleyan
the final quarter.
he
has
just
·
returned.
He
hopes
to
Darrarh, QB .... :
O
~ last week. Every man on the forXavier had several scoring opporElder, RB ........ ..
O
; ward wall played the entire game '152, '154 & '15G E. McMillan St.
tunities in the third period but bun- be able to come back to his classes
3
Schmleg, RB ..;. 1
and showed tremendous lmprovegled them by fumbling. Once the on about Thursday of this week.
1
1
'J
t i
h
·
bl k'
d
Walnut lllllll .,
Schmldt,
E
........
Musketeers advanced to the Wesleyan 6-yard line only to be denied
A course in soap sculpture has
i·uoNE WOODBURN
when two passes failed to connect been included in the new curric:u·
after Haffey was thrown for a four- !um of Westminster College.-The
...._______u___
==========::U
yard loss on a fumble. This was University News.
only delaying the inevitable, however, as the Muskies were encamped
in Bobcat territory during the final
half.
Leo Sack started the fireworks
that finally gave the Musketeers a
much-coveted touchdown. The little Xavier quarterback took a punt
from Len Barnum on Xavier's 44
and raced to Weslcyan's 38 before he
was forced out of bounds. Then
·things began to happen.
Haffey passed to Sack for seventeen yards. Wunderlich knifed off
left tackle for four, and Haffey adL>d two more on a spinner. Haffey
then fired another pass to Sweeney
who was downed on the six-yard
line. On the third down, Haffey
threw a short pass to Sweeney for
the score. Tom Schmidt's kiCk for
the extra point was good.
Wesleyan tried to · push over. a
touchdown with long passes but
there was not sufficient time. The'
play· of Len Barnum was outstanding for the Bobcats. He was, in
short, the whole team. On the defensive he stopped Musketeer backs
who seemed headed for the goal
line with teeth-jarring tackles.
WITH ITS diff....,,tllavor, iu mildness and ricb,fragrantaroim.
Barnum carried the ball to chalk up
· Prince Albert bas often been described as "dte National Joy
most of the Wesleyan yardage but
·! Smoke." You'll enjoy dtis companionable blend ·of top-quality
he was bottled up during the sec-

:R. Sweeney's Catch Of Schmieg's Pass
Is Outstanding

c. .'...::::::::::::·Burton

wlll

I

I

~~~~...~. :: f

.

: Fi~!::e~~£:~~~=~ee~i:i:~~:~1~
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RINGS .THE BELL!

tobaccos, All "bite" is removed by a special process in line with
theprinciplethat"if yourtobacco's ti8ht,yourpipewon'tblte."

Quality Haircutting
AT

LANCE'S BARBER
3758 Mala Avenue

John Schwarz

SHOP
_,,_;.....,.,~:;.:;.::;4-.__:__J''...;;THB

NGE ALBERT

NATIONAL JOY SMOKBI
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Football Tilts
Between Classes
To Be Arranged
Because of the delay on the part
.of the Sophomores in arranging a
date for their proposed football
game with the Freshmen,' it is the
general opinion of the yearlings that
Um upper classmen are stalling for
time-hoping that extreme cold
weather will set in and· thus make
a game of this sort impossible:
The yearlings have responded to
the call for candidates and proudly
announce that no less than three
teams will be available by the. date
·of the game. They go on·to add. that
although no more than one will be
necessary, the substitutes will· lend
·color ·and interest to the fray.
Interest is being revived among
the Juniors and Seniors for a mtach
between the two lordly classes of
the campus. Rumor has it that their
engagement will follow shortly after the Frosh-Soph tilt. This should
be a spirited match since the Juniors well remember last year's defeat and are stronger this season.
It is hoped that a class football
champion will . be decided by a
match between the winners of the
two games. If such a tilt can be
brought about, football will be added to indoor and basketball as an
intramural sport.

BITS ABOUT THE BOYS
By Rantland Grice, Jr.
Xavier enthusiasts who visit Corcoran field Saturday afternoon
should see an interesting bit of football when the Blue and White tangle with the Blllikens from St.
Louis U. in the first afternoon game
of the year at the Avondale stadium.
Both teams use the popular Notre
Dame system of attack, and jt will
be a question of the Musketeers'
speed and smartness against the opposition's power and weight.
The St. Louis forward wall will
stack up close to a 200 pound average, while Joe Meyer's starting linemen will "burden" the scales to the
extent of a 176 pound average.
That's quite a bit of weight to be
giving to any ball team and we
should sec the Muskies using every
known trick in Xavier gl'id lore in
their attempt to conquer their western rivals.
White watching the team go
through its paces this week, I was
impressed by the seriousness of the
boys during the workouts. Down
on the practice field, king football

reigns supreme. The gridsters are
determined to take the Billikens in
their stride.
Once off the field, the fellows settle down to the ordinary life of college students, but as athletes will,
they delight in "dishing the dirt" or
"riding" one another. Quite a bit
of information was picked up while
touring the shower and locker rooms
after a workout.
I had never imagined that one of
our hard charging guards (this one
from up Cleveland way) had lost
his best girl to a third string tackle
at a local institution. 'Twould be a
rare treat to see these two boys meet
on the gridiron.
Try as I might; I could not learn
why a committee of five goes to Oxford, Ohio, every Saturday. 'Tis said
they enjoy the football games, but
you never can tell.

..

WHY-do the boys persist .in calling Justin Wittrock, giant blonde
tackle, "Billy?"
-has Sigillo been called "Nicky"
all 'this time? Here's a new one for

his Xavier pals. Call him "Rock"
next time you see him, but be ready
to move out of range muy pronto.
-did Freddie Wunderlich enjoy
his sojourn at the Good Samaritan?
By the way, Fred and cheer leader
Bobbie Moseman are rooming in Union House this year. They're "at
home" to their friends during almost
any lecture hour.
WHAT-did one of the players
want to leave the bench for during
the West Virginia Wesleyan game?
-did Janson get for breaking into the lineup at the first of this year?
It's rumored that Jerry is proud of
the present he received from an admirer. C'mon, Jerry, 'fess up.
WHERE-did Kim Darragh acquire all that ability on the tennis
courts? The Pittsburgh ace is a
semi-finalist in the University tennis tournament. And does a certain
little gurl think he's "mar-r-r-velous." Oh, my!
-does ' Don Juann Koprowski go
after the game in order to escape
his section of fair admirers? You
don't take them all home, do you,
John?
4
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bout. You name it, though. It was
a honey when it was new-1~ years
ago.
Jerry Bressler, stocky guard from
Newport, is back in the moleskins
again. He was forced out of action
for more than a month beLause of
a broken jaw; despite this setback,
.he is determined to go places in
football this year.
• •
Little "Weedy" Elder has stepped
right into the shoes left vacant by
Kenny Jordan, popularly dubbed
"Mr. Xavier" last year. Along with
his brilliant work on the. gridiron,
he is president of the Student Council, director of Intra-mural activities, a member of several dance committees, and co-owner with Bill
Dodd, of the Cleaning and Pressing
concession in Elct Hall.
Captain Tom Schmidt looks like
Buddy Rogers, but plays football
like a junior edition of King Kong.

Since ·the Musketeers' jerseys have
been changed from blue to green,
Sigillo, Jonke, Geutfreund, KoprowFrank lmwalle has one of the co- ski and the rest of the fighting Irish
ziest lookin'g cars on the campus. are feeling more at home.
Then there's Tony Schmeig's new
Essex-and Jimmy Shaw's .runaWatch 'em go!

...

THEY CARRY THE MAIL FOR THE BILLI KENS

SPECIAL WILL BRING
LARGE DELEGATION OF
ST. LOUIS FANS HERE
A special Big Four train will
bring more than a hundred Billiken rooters to Cincinnati, Saturday,
it was announced late this week by
representatives of the Alpha· Delta
Gamma, St. Louis frat which is·
sponsoring the trip.
A reduced fare has been secured
from .the railroad officials, and in
order to keep expenses as low· as
possible, special dining facilities
will be installed in the train, it was
also disclosed.
·
The excursion will leave st: Louis
at 11:31 p.
tomorrow and ·arrive
at the Union Terminal at 7: 55 p. m.,
Saturday morning, according to
present plans. It will depaI't from
Cincinnati on Sunday afternoon at
3: 13 and arrive in St. Louis that
night at 11: 30. A faculty moderator
is expected to make the· trip with
the students.
Officials of the fraternity have not
yet selected quarters for their stay
in Cincinnati, but it is expected that
special accommodations will be ·of•
fered by one of the down-town ho·
tels.
A block of tickets is being reserved for the party at Corcoran Field.

m.,

Coach Cecil Muellerleile may shake up his backfield combinations when the Billikens face :Xavier.. The quartet pictured
above, Frank Bittner, quarterback, Carl Wood, right half-back, Carl Kane, captain and left half, and Bill CoQhrane, at fullback, have functioned well in practice this week for the Royal Blues.

A SPELL ON THE BENCH MADE
A·-sTAR OF HURLEY

ST. LOUIS U. STALWART ·

have been no complaints about the pivot play of Henry ~'Red" KrjlUS~, who holds down
Tom Hurley, left half-back of the Billiken varsity, prepares to the Th~r~
center position on the St; Louis University line-except from the opposition. You'll see Jiim
hurl one of his long passes which' may cause 'some consternation in
action against the Musketeers.
··
· ·· · ·
•·
to Xavier gridders tomorrow.
·
·
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of the question were awarded the club, announced that the. subject. of
Hewer
decision by Robert Helmick, who the next debate will be "Resolved,
A nickel he lost in a sewer.
Father
Manning
History Is Made His
acted ·as critic -judge. . The expon- That all collective bargaining be nehand he did insert,
ents of the affirmative were Charles gotiated through non-company unA rat took it for dessert,.
and John Debbler.
By Limericks Of And
At Conference Koch
now his lingers are fewer.
ions, safeguarded by law." Messrs.
Mr. Helmick named Mr. Riesen- Post and Flynn will uphold the afThe limerick below was deemed
firmative
against Messrs. Schaefer
berg and Mr. Koch as the best deGeniuses' Pens best by popular vote:
Classical Language Depart• baters. Following the decision of and Volek.
"There once was a fellow in St.
ment Head Speaks On
Louie,
Sophomore Students As·
Who was famous for making Chop
Roman Coins
tound English Proft!ssor
Suey,
But a Louisville girl
By Literary Compositions Put his head in a whirl
The Reverend Robert Manning, S.
When she asked him for chop-suey J., head of the Department of Classical Languages, spoke yesterday at
and youee."
In answer to a recent call for limthe thirteenth annual meeting of the
ericks, a sophomore group of EngOhio
Classical Conference which is
Given second choice, this limerick
affiliated with the Ohio Education
lish poetry students submitted a relates household conditions.
Association.
dazzling array of literary composiFather Manning treated upon the
tions. The originality of these lim- "We once had a doggie named Patsy value of Roman coins as histories of
Who played in the house with our
ericks is beyond question, as the
important events of the ancient capcatsy,
limericks themselves bear proof of One snap did he take
itol. The Roman coins depicted various happenings at Rome and. thus
the fact. Before these · results of One gulp did he make,
spread
the news to distant sections
And
Patsy
became
Catsy-fatsy.
earnest endeavor are quoted, let it
of the empire. In a large way they
hereby be ·known to all that the
made
up
for the lack of any newsWith the groan of East stands
poetical ability of the authors is not echoing in his ear,· the light of in- papers and different coins were
to be judged too hastily.
spiration dawned upon one of Jhe struck off as often as twice a week.
For years the collection and study
Beyond a doubt, the blood of po- young authors. The following limwith Findlay's star as subject, of ancient coins has been a hobby
ets is coursing through the veins of erick,
with Father Manning and he is one
is the result.
the author of this limerick.
of the foremost authorities in the
country
on this subject.
"There once was a lad named
The convention will last through
"There once was a man from RaO'Keefe,.
Saturday with many well known
cine,
A tackle with plenty of beef,
speakers on the . program.. Robert
Who invented a flying machine,
Whose effective boot
Hiller, Wittenberg College; Frank
When he started the thing,
Brought many a hoot,
It blew up and went bing!
And for awhile, to Xavier, brought Cowles, Wooster College; Dwight
It was the darndest thing eve1·
Robinson, Ohio Wesleyan Univergrief."
seen."
sity, and Harold Gilmer, Heidelberg
The moral of the limerick below College were other features of yesPerhaps the author was thinking is outstanding. As a matter of fact, terday's program. This evening Carl
of his loved one when he composed it would benefit the younger gener- Blegen of the University of Cincinnati will speak on "The University
ation to read it twice.
the following limerick:
of Cincinnati Excavations at Troy"
There was a young man from Cal- and will pi:esent illustrations.
"When Frances dances with me,
cutta,
I'm as happy, as happy can be,
Who
came to New York in a flutta,
I hold her so tight
His ambitions were high,
In the sparkling starlight,
But
the
town wasn't dry,
For she is my little honee."
And he ended his days in the gutta."
This one falls into the same category as that above:

V. Smith To Head Freshmen

"There was a young man from Kentucky,
•
Who considered himself very lucky
When a girl from U. C.
On him put the bee,
And since he's been named "DuckyUcky."

At the Monday meeting of the
Junior Sodality, Vincent Smith was
appointed charge d'affaires of the
group of freshmen who are to take
part in the activities of the Catholic
Evidence Guild.
Elections for offices in the Catholic' Student Council will, according
One student, getting down to real to Fr. Steiner, sodality moderator be
classwork, composed this one for held at the· next weekly .meeting.
those who have too passionate a
love for the almighty nickel.
A Mexican poet says that the most
beautiful of English words is cusThere once was a young man from pidor.-The Indiana Daily Student.

Roland Moores And
P. Riesenberg Win
Philopedian Debate

Charles Koch And John Deb·
bier Uphold Losing Side
The question, "Resolved, That
National Censorship of motion pictures would be detrimental to the
best interests of the publi<i/' was
debated by four members of the Poland Philopedian Society before the
members of that group, Monday afternoon.
Roland Moores and Paul Riesenberg, who uph~ld .the negative side

the critic judge, Father Robert E.Manning, S. J., moderator of the
society, commented on the debate
and on the way in which the participants presented their arguments.
He complimented the speakers on
their preparedness and orderly procedure, especially Mr. Riesenberg
on his cogent delivery.
Richard Kearney, president of the

Two philosophers stood in the
raw, autumn wind, awaiting the
kick-off. Said the first, "Are you
cold?" Replied the second, "I am
not cold, my body is cold." (Note:
this is not only a bad joke, it is bad
philosophy. Man is an unum per
se.)

-The Griffin.

~~~~---·
..

I

''The Sportswing

Wrap"
the season's hit
/or young men

23.so
A wrap·coat with all around
belt to tie and the new sportswlnr back. Designed by Hyde
Park and excellently tailored
of medium welrht fabrics that
you can wear anytime. Grey~
brown, fancies. Celenese lined.
Other Topcoat• In the
popular Balmat!aan
frltl)'ll!', "'"'"'"'"""""!"""'""""

·"· :)fen'"
.,.

Shop

13.75

Street Floor Arca.de

•

•

.

~.·

A man who has been
smoking Granger far a
long time said this:
rrA package of Granger gives
me· and my old pipe about 9 hours
of enjoyment.
rrMy pipe is about average size,
and s11~oking it leisurely as I like
to do, a pipeload of Granger lasts
me about 25 minutes, and that
means that I get about 21 good
pipeloads from every package.
11
.Was there ever so much enjoy·
ment for so small a costr"

...
!:. T' .~ ·.

'-· ·'' © 193.. , LIGGnT llr MYIU TOBACCO Co.

·.·:...

· the pipe tobacco that's. MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL

-.fol/ts seem to

l:~te·ll ·
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Dr. ll~ Shipley Fry Addresses
The Lavoisier Science Club

part of the meeting was brought to
a close.
Mr. Kowalewski, co-moderator,
with Fr. F. Miller, S.J., of· the Science Club, then took the floor in the
calm and delightful manner that has
characterized his lecture technique
in the classroom, and expounded a
most praiseworthy and deserving introduction for Dr. Fry. With the
close of the introduction, which inducer's early connection with Dr.
Fry, when the former was occupied
in graduate work, a rousing chee1·
arose from the large group of club
'members. Dr. Fry responded imtime a talk by the eminent Dr. A. mediately and, aftet· a short acNellans, Dean of Lloyd Eclectic knowledgment of the welcome, beMedical College of Cincinnati. Dr. gan his interesting and explanatory
Nellans has not disclosed as yet as talk.
to what he will discuss.
The title of Dr. Fry's lecture was,
At the. first me_eting, conducted by "Magic, Religion and the Scientific
the president, Richard Wagner, the. Method." Following a good explamore important i~sues of the sea- \ nation of what science really is, Proson's plans were discussed. Follow- fessor Fry stated that true scientific
ing the usual procedure of enroll- method had its origin in magic and
ment of new members, Mr. Wagner that both "imitative" and "homoexplained the unique system that the pathic" magic must be considered if
Science Club will employ this ·sea- a full knowledge of the history of
son in the manner of preparation science is to be gainde.
The
for the club's annual banquet. In- relation of science and magic is
stead of the members paying their plainly seen in the general hypothebanquet fee in one payment, the of- sis, which both accept ·namely that
ficers have agreed to lighten the "things follow neccs;ari!y in naburden of this rather large meal ture."
price by allowing each member to
·
Relation' to Religion
pay fifteen cents at each meeting and
thereby eliminated the awkwa1·d sitThen Ur. ~·ry took up the relation
uation which might confront the of science to religion. He showed
students were they required to pay that scientists must have faith as a
the full amount at the time of the foundation of their work just as the
banquet. This system was unani- religious have faith as the foundamously approved of by both the fac- tion of their beliefs. For example,
ulty and student body. Undoubtedly he explained the atomic theory and
its service will stimulate the desire showed what foolish idea it would
to attend this gala banquet that will be to reject this theory since so
be held sometime in February at the much depends on it for proof and
Netherland Plaza Hotel. With an experimentation.
Faith must be
outline of the series of talks, trips manifested in such hypothesis so
1
and motion picture exhibits which that the progress of scientific inveswill be featured at various meeting ligation may be extended into the
places in the future, the business depths of nature.
·

Dr. A. Nellans, Dea nOf Lloyd Eclectic
Medical College Of Cincinnati Will
.Be Speaker At Next Meeting Of Club
By Charles Blase
On the evening of Wednesday, Oct.
17, the .Lavoisier Science Club held
its first meeting in_ the Chemistry
Lecture Hall of Science Hall. The
club, which experienced a very successful series of meetings last year,
launched forth into the ensuing season with a lecture by the famous
scientist of Cincinnati, Dr. H. Shipley Fry: .The talk was the first in a
series which will extend throughout the school year.
At the next meeting, which is to
be held on Wednesday, Oct. 31, the
second speaker of the series will be
presented. It will be the pleasure
of the Science Club to offer at this

.,..._..._..._,1...~-·_...~........-..~
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ence. Without work we are lost in a
forest of unsystemized facts, since
work is that character in the makeup of a true scientist which guides
him through a wilderness of nature,
whose nucleus still lies beyond the
outstretched tentacles of methodical
investigation.
Professor Fry ulso co•1gratulated
the club on using the riame of such
a distinguished scientist as Lavoisier's for its title.

Pledged To ...
Economy and Efficiency
Peter J. McCarthy has served his term as Clerk of
Courts. He stands for re-election on the Democratic
ballot on a record of economy and efficiency Your
vote on Nov. 6th will help in continuing this record.

•
•

a

1

Thos. I!". Ilomnn, 1\Igr.

"There is an ethics in science/'
continued Dr. Fry, "and its principal law is intellectual sincerity. The
man of science must be a truth
seeker and a truth ·teller. Science,
like truth, is the same yesterday, today and tomorrow. In its love of
truth, science is also closely bound
to religion and morality."
Closing his talk, Mr. Fry explained the fact that work plays a
big part in this great drama of sci-

X

PETER J. McCARTHY
lssu(ltl hy )fcCnrthy fut• Cl{\rk Cum1111lgn Committee
.rnincs A. \\"llsnn, Chnlrurnn
•-Polltlcnl A<h·.

1

•

•

Good Taste/

CopJrliht 113t,.Tb1 A.merlcao Tobacco Comp•DJ•

Luckies are round, Luckies are
firm, Luckies are fully packed
with only- the clean center leaves
-these are the mildest leaves.they cost more-they taste better.

"It's toasted·~
I/Your th~oat flroltctlon- atalnst lrritatlt•
·

-atal"'t couih
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He is now purchasing agent for the gram in connection wiilt the Centretakes. It would be foolhardy were
Hotel Gibson;
Xavier game is indicated in letters
we to either hope or believe that all
of appreciation being received by
faults in the social affairs of the
the Xavier University Boosters Ascampus will be eliminated. But it
Attorney At Law
~
The Collese Year
can and it must be asserted that the
John W. Kilcoyne, '31, has opened sociation·· of Northern Kentucky.
committee will be able to reduce
Letters to Mr. Wllllam G. Knecht,
FROM THE
law offices at 704 First National Bank
llHID ~ 't'enr-Slnl'le
suh•crl•tl•n,
Copln the faults to
such a degree that
Bldg.
Kilcoyne was graduated from '25, president of the Northern Ke!lG Centa.
their presence will be scarcely nothe University of Cincinnati Law tucky Boosters, from the mayors of
llcmben of National !iceab le.
two Kentucky communities follow:
School in June.
::::.;:
College PreH AHO•
The
NEWS
offers
its
congratulaDuring his four years at Xavier From Mayor Scholl of Clifton, Ky.:
~
elation
Oft'foe: B2 Jllolo«.Y Dhhr. Phone: JE. 32:?0 tions to the Student Council for inhe served in various capacities in Dear Mr. Knecht:
stituting this major reform at XaI want to thank you for the four
the student activities.
He was a
vier. The plan which it adopted is
tickets that you mailed to me for
member
of
the
Philopedian
Society,
EDITORIAL STAFF
undoubtedly the most important legthe Heidelberg Club; president of the football game between the XaJnmes Moriarty 35
islation which the Council has ever
A Xavier Booster
.Toeph Link, Jr., '35 ..... ,.. Edltorlnl Donrd
the Masque Society; · and business vier and the Centre teams.
promulgated.
We
offer
the
CounI attended with the members of
Many singular evidences of en-.
Dan StcJblc, Jr., '35
cil our heartiest thanks and the couragement and support are being manager of the 1931 Musketeer An- our council and I assure you that
IIownrll PhlllltlB, '30 ........ nuslncss Mnnngcr
newly formed committee our best received at the offices of the Xavier nual. He also served on the Cen- we enjoyed the game immensely.
Paul Dnrrctt, '311 .......................... News Editor
tennial Ball Committee.
wishes.
All in all both teams were pretty
Eugene Uyan, '35 ........................ News Illdltor
University Boosters Asociation, 405
evenly matched and Xavier put up
George ~·reno, '3il ................ Bxcltnngc JMltor
First National Bank Bldg., in their
'33
a game fight but just 1ailed to get
Tbomns 'llcDononi;h '30 ........ Sports Editor
present campaign to raise a sustainLouis H. Moel!ering, '33, was unit.Tohn Linneman, ':HJ ............ Jlcndllne J~dltor
ing fund for Xavier among her ed in marriage to Miss Mary Lou the right break. ·
Ji'enturcs: rtlchnrd Kcnrncy. •:mi ,TnmetJ
Very truly yours,
alumni and friends.
Sbnw, '30 i Chnrlea mnsc, '80; Vincent
Willenborg, daughter of Mr. and
(Signed) Albert Scholl, Mayor
Eckstein, '35.
Nicholas J. Hoban, Jr., general Mrs. H. J. Willenborg, at Corpus
Clifton, Ky.
Reporters:
Jn mes DDt'scy, '3G; Tony
chairman of the campaign, is in re- Christ Church, Newport, Ky., on From Mayor Kleet of Bellevue,
Scbmleg, '3fl; Arnohl IInlJback. '30;
Ky.:
ceipt of the following letter from a Wednesday, October 10. Walter J. Dear Mr. Knecht:
Charles :\lcDowell, '36; Art Volek, '30;
(Continued from Page 1)
Albert li:am11scn, '30: Joseph Gruen·
member
of
the
Class
of
1924,
who,
al;
Moellering,
'35,
a
brother
of
the
Your favor ef October 9, was very
wnld, '30; Levnnrd Griffith, '37; Leon· charge in connection with the death
though out of touch with Xavier ac- groom, was· best man. Roland Ry- much appreciated and hope that
nrd Gartner, '37; Pnul l•~ern, '31i John of the Lindbergh baby.
O'Connor, •as: Elmer Ii'lnmm. '38; Vin·
tivities due to his business interests an, '33 and John A. Nolan, '32, serv- some day in the future I can be of
1 1
The New Jersey officials have al- throughout the country, responded to
b1nntr1~"' b lfts;:18 iao1VIM~n;i,n~~lefo~;~~!
ed as ushers. Moellering was an service to you.
~Liu~a'Nu~~I~~. '~JJ, Joseph Kruse, '37; ready begun preparations for his re- the Boosters call. The letter follows: outstanding tackle on the grid team
My family and I enjoyed the game
moval from the Bronx to Flemington, N. J., where the actual trial is
Boise, Idaho during his senior year. He was vice immensely and the Boosters Assoto take place.
>
8-29-34 president of the undergraduate "X" ciation, without a doubt have creClub, member of the junier prom ated a few more boosters.
Xavier University Boosters Ass'n.
committee, and the homecoming
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Thank you, Mr. Knecht.
CHAMPAIGNE FOILS PLOT
committee; member of the HeidelYours very ,sincerely,
Attention: N. J. Hoban, Jr.
(The New ·York .Journal Of Com- Dear Sir:
berg Club and the Glee Club.
(Signed) Fred C. Klett, Mayor,
merce, Oct. 20, 1934)
Bellevue, Ky.
It is with sincere delight that I enPlans for the first two-day HomeA little drama with a comic opera close a check for $-- on account.
The formation of a committee to
supervise and direct all student ending was recently enacted at San- The balance will be forthcoming in coming celebration on the Xavier
Typewrltera A Sopplln
Phone
campus are now being made by a
dances is the most momentous step to Domingo where former President the next several weeks.
J'..etter Doplloater• a
CHerr.r
taken at Xavier to improve student Machado of Cuba is a refugee. It
1871
Am pretty much out of touch with joint committee representing the All Ofllee Maehlne17
morale since the founding of the seems that a group of Cuban· stu- your activities and would appreciate Alumni· Association and the GraduCINCINNATI
Student Council. It has been an un- dents came to the Dominican Re- occasionally a word advising me of ate "X" Club.
1
Walter A. Ryan, Jr., representing· TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
deniable fact that in the past social public in an effort to kidnap the their success.
·•
124 E. Sixth Street
activities at the University have ill-fated leader, when attempts to
Believe we are on the right track the Alumni, and J. H. "Pat" Geer- I
Ufnclnnat.I, Ohio
been in a chaotic state. , The various extradite him had failed.
and assure you of my limited enthu- in, representing the "X" Club are
co-chairmen of the celebration.
groups in charge of the dances funcSensing the ·.situation, the crafty siastic support.
Committee members named to
tioned almost as utterly indepen- Dominican officials met the students
Sincerely,
serve with Ryan and Geerin are the
dent units, owing responsibility to with open arms, devoid of all malice
Warren
O'M.
Rush,
'24.
following: Luke J. Leonard, Jack J,
no one, holding !heir own author- and hatred. They showed them the
Dreyer, J. Paul Geoghegan, G. Edity supreme.
And this condition sights of the city, tendered them a
'27
Rain Coats
ward Fern, Richard D. Downing, Anresulted in mistakes-mistakes that luxurious feast followed by a chamThe wedding of Marcellus A. drew L. McGrath, Louis A. Ginocwere at times costly, resulted in pagne banquet and then sent them
Umbrellas
and
Miss
Virginia
A.
Schmidt,
'27,
chio.
failure, failure that could have been back to Cuba on their steamers, a
Galoshes
A special reception committee will
avoided, resulted in injustice, injus- very happy and contented group of Tompkins, was solemnized at St.
Matthew Church, Norwood, yester- be named later.
.
tice that damaged both the students
Jor
every
member
foiled kidnappers.
day
morning.
Schmidt
was
an
allHomecoming will take place Noand the school.
o/ the Jamily
Ohio guard on the 1925 gridiron vember 16 and 17 on the campus.
We believe that the coordination
For striking definitions look to team. He was chosen for the Legion It is taking place in connection with
of all social activities, the influence
of an organization devoted especial- popular song writers. "A frown is of Honor in 1926. He later served the Washington and Jefferson-Xaly to one purpose, that of directing a smile upside down." And inverse- the university as freshman football vier football game.
those activities, will lead to the erad- ly, we gather, "A smile is a frown coach, director of the cafeteria, and
\
20 East
Success of the Kentucky Day propurchasing agent for the university.
ication of injustice, failure, and mis- upside down."
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AS THOUSANDS
PEER

"Our Central
Committee"

FOR FALL RAINS

\~\~e~ Schaefers
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The Chesterfields you're
smoking. now are just like
tliey were last year or any
other year-because we always buy the right tobaccos
-unifor~ly ripe and mild.
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